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New Near-Field Gas Exploration Targets:
VIC/P79 Prospectivity Update, Otway Basin
 3D Oil has delineated two near-field exploration targets, Defiance and Trident,
with Direct Hydrocarbon Indicators (DHIs) down-dip from the existing La Bella
gas discovery (~37 Bcf gross 2P reserves).
 Newly discovered leads have a total in-permit best estimate prospective
resource of 69.7 Bcf (Defiance; 32.5 Bcf, Trident 37.2 Bcf) in addition to the
previously recognised Vanguard Prospect (161 Bcf Best Estimate).
 Defiance and Trident demonstrate strong amplitude conformance with structure
within Upper and Lower Waarre reservoirs and are considered low-risk targets.
 Otway Basin gas fields demonstrate a strong correlation between DHIs and the
presence of hydrocarbons.
3D Oil Limited (ASX: TDO, “3D Oil” or the “Company”) is pleased to provide an update
surrounding the delineation of additional prospectivity within the VIC/P79 exploration permit,
Otway Basin, Victoria. This includes an update to the prospective resource estimates for
leads and prospects released to the market on 4th February 2022.
The Company is 100% titleholder and operator of the VIC/P79 exploration permit, awarded
in February 2022 as part of the 2020 Offshore Petroleum Exploration Acreage Release. The
2,576 km2 permit contains the highly prospective Vanguard Prospect (161 Bcf), located
adjacent to the largest gas fields in the offshore Otway Basin, including Geographe and
Thylacine (Fig 1). The La Bella gas discovery lies along the northeast margin of the permit,
up-dip from the newly defined Defiance and Trident leads (Fig 1).
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Figure 1. Location map of exploration permit VIC/P79 showing Defiance, Trident, and Vanguard leads.

Defiance and Trident, relatively low-risk prospects, are adjacent to the La Bella gas
discovery, with a reported gross 2P reserves of ~40 PJ (Beach Energy, September 2019),
equivalent to ~37 Bcf.
Defiance & Trident Leads
The Defiance and Trident structures are fault-bound tilted fault block closures on the outer
Mussel Platform, located immediately down flank of the La Bella-1 fault block.
The La Bella-1 1993 exploration well discovered two gas-bearing reservoirs, including the
Flaxman (15m gross, 4.1m net) and Upper Waarre reservoirs (68m gross, 28.6m net), both
having separate gas-water-contacts. The La Bella gas discovery and surrounding leads in
VIC/P79 are covered by the La Bella 3D Marine Seismic Survey (MSS), acquired in 2013.
Detailed seismic interpretation has been completed around the local La Bella-1 area and
the newly identified leads have been correlated to the La Bella-1 offset well (Fig 2). Like the
La Bella gas discovery, both leads exhibit amplitude conformance with structure, which is
considered one of the most reliable and robust Direct Hydrocarbon Indicators, representing
buoyancy driven fluid phase boundaries (i.e. gas-water contacts), and significantly reduces
uncertainty around the presence of hydrocarbons.
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Figure 2. 3D seismic arbitrary line from La Bella-1 exploration well through the Defiance and Trident leads. Note the
strong amplitude response from the Upper Waarre at Defiance and the Lower Waarre at Defiance and Trident.

Figure 3. Upper Waarre TWT structure map (left) and RMS amplitude map (right) showing strong conformance of
amplitude with structure at Defiance Lead.

Defiance exhibits amplitude conformance with structure at both the Upper Waarre and
Lower Waarre horizons (Figs 3,4 and 5), where the Upper Waarre horizon conforms with
the deeper, larger gas zone at La Bella-1. RMS amplitudes at the Upper Waarre level do
not extend west to Trident (Fig 3). The Defiance structure has an areal closure of 1.1-1.6km2,
however, approximately 50% of the Defiance structure lies outside of the permit to the north
and east. The structure has an in-permit best estimate prospective resource of 32.5 Bcf
across both reservoirs, or 56.7 Bcf full structure.
The Lower Waarre horizon conforms with what is commonly referred to as the Waarre A
reservoir at in-board wells, based on the La Bella-1 well-tie. The Lower Waarre is not
productive at La Bella-1 but demonstrates RMS amplitude conformance with structure at
both Defiance and Trident (Fig 5).
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The Trident structure is more complex than Defiance and consists of a broad northwarddipping tilted fault block that represents the culmination of two distinct fault blocks, an
eastern and western fault block. These are separated by a northwest-southeast trending
normal fault that gradually increases in offset towards the northwest. There is negligible fault
offset at the culmination of the structure in VIC/P79, which coincides with the strongest RMS
amplitude response.

Figure 4. Lower Waarre TWT structure map showing Defiance and Trident leads.

Figure 5. Lower Waarre RMS amplitude map showing strong conformance of amplitude with structure. Note
amplitudes extend beyond the permit towards the north.

Trident has an areal closure of 1.9km2 and a best estimate prospective resource of 37.2 Bcf
within the Lower Waarre reservoir. The amplitude extends out of the permit towards the
north/northwest, especially along the narrow western fault block.
Detailed seismic interpretation of the La Bella 3D continues while TDO evaluates the best
way to proceed with reprocessing the La Bella and Investigator 3D marine seismic surveys.
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Anticipated improvements in seismic quality, shallow velocities and depth conversion
associated with reprocessing may warrant volumetric updates as the work program
proceeds towards the drilling of Vanguard Prospect.
Vanguard Gas Prospect
Vanguard is an east-west trending tilted fault-block trap located on the eastern side of
VIC/P79 (Figs 1 and 6), approximately 5km northwest of Geographe Field, between the
Geographe gas field and La Bella gas discovery. Seismic interpretation shows the structure
hosts stacked reservoir sands within the Waarre Formation.
DHIs have been observed from three stratigraphic levels across the structure, ranging in
depth from approximately 2200-2400mSS (Figs 6 and 7). On the Investigator 3D MSS,
potential flat spots are observed at multiple levels within the Waarre section and may
represent hydrocarbon-water contacts (Fig 7). This infers separate gas-water contacts, like
the La Bella and Artisan discoveries.

Figure 6. Lower Waarre depth map of the Vanguard Prospect showing the location and extent of the observed flat
spot.

Vanguard boasts a strong amplitude response, and potential Amplitude Variation with Offset
(AVO), which is common to adjacent gas discoveries and producing fields and can indicate
the presence of hydrocarbons. In fact, these gas signatures have been identified on 3D
seismic data across most offshore Otway Basin gas discoveries throughout the last two
decades.
The upcoming reprocessing and merging of the La Bella and Investigator 3D surveys will
allow for detailed prospect scale mapping, depth conversion and evaluation of DHIs as part
of the prospect maturation process in the lead up to drilling in 2024/2025.
Prospective Resource Estimates
The Prospective Resource estimates for VIC/P79 are shown in Table 1 including the
Defiance, Trident and Vanguard leads, all of which show some form of DHI. During the
secondary work program, 3D Oil will attempt to add further value by searching for additional
targets in the western, under-explored sections of the permit.
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Figure 7. Vanguard on the Investigator 3D showing the three reservoir levels and flat spot within the Lower Waarre.
*Volumes are best estimate recoverable prospective resources.
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Table 1: VIC/P79 In-Permit Prospective Resources Estimates
(Bcf) Recoverable Gas
Lead/Prospect

Status

Low

Best

High

Vanguard

Prospect

52.5

161.5

425

Trident

Lead

19.5

37.2

65

Defiance

Lead

17.2

32.5

59.9

La Bella East

Lead

17

37.5

65.5

La Bella SW

Lead

12

29

54

118.2

297.7

669.4

VIC/P79 Total

Qualified Petroleum Reserves and Resources Evaluator Statement
The Prospective Resources estimates in this release are based on, and fairly represent, information and
supporting documents prepared by, or under the supervision of Dr Daniel Thompson, who is employed fulltime by 3D Oil Limited as Chief Geoscientist. He holds a BSc.Hons and PhD in Petroleum Geosciences, has
been practicing as a Petroleum Geoscientist for 9 years and is a member of the American Association of
Petroleum Geologists (AAPG) and Petroleum Exploration Society of Australia (PESA). Dr Thompson is
qualified in accordance with ASX listing rule 5.41 and has consented in writing to the inclusion of the
information in the form and context in which it appears.
Prospective Resources
The estimates have been prepared by the company as of the date of this release in accordance with the
definitions and guidelines set forth in the Petroleum Resources Management System, 2011 approved by the
Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE). Prospective Resource estimates are those quantities of petroleum
estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially recoverable from undiscovered accumulations by application of
future projects. The estimates are un-risked and have not been adjusted for both an associated chance of
discovery and a chance of development. Further exploration, appraisal and evaluation is required to determine
the existence of a significant quantity of potentially moveable hydrocarbons. The Best Estimates in each case
represent that, in the case of a successful discovery, there is a 50% probability that the resource volume will
be greater than the amounts reported. The Prospective Resources have been estimated with deterministic
methods and, unless otherwise stated, all total volumes are sum totals.

This announcement is authorised for release by the Board of Directors of 3D Oil Limited.
For further information, please contact:
Noel Newell
Executive Chairman
3D Oil Limited
Phone: +61 3 9650 9866
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